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Rear Tine Tiller

18’’:  92191215

20’’:  92191216

26’’:  92191217

30’’:  92191218

33’’:  921C0101

33’’ HD:  921C0001

BCS’s most popular 
attachment.  Bust sod, 
prepare seedbeds, 
precision cultivate, and 
more.
33’’ tillers only for 750.  HD 
version  has thicker/wider 
tines with heavier duty 
gearbox than standard 33’’ 
version. 

All models, see 
Compatibility Charts 
for sizes. 
No accessories 
required. *

33’’ HD Tiller requires 
3-stud 750 Bushing 
for model 750 
(922C0058).

18’’: $555

20’’: $670

26’’: $735

30’’: $795

33’’: $1310

33’’ HD:  $1540

Rotary Plow

92191306

Break new ground, loosen 
up to 12’’ of soil on the fi rst 
pass!  Create raised garden 
beds, drainage swales, 
hill crops, power compost 
cover crops.  Discharges 
soil to the right side only.  
4 spiral blades spin at 250 
RPMs on vertical shaft. 

Models 732 and up. 

Requires Rotary Plow 
Wheel Extensions 
(part # 92243622) *

Minimum of 
5’’x10’’ wheels 
recommended. 

$1440

Power Harrow

21’’:  921PH210

32’’ 921PH320

Final seedbed prep tool.  
Not to be used for breaking 
new ground.  Vertical tines 
“stir” the soil and rear mesh 
roller gently presses the 
soil for level, ready-to-plant 
seedbeds.  
“Josephine Lever” 
quickly drops roller into 
transport mode for easier 
maneuvering and turning 
at the end of the row. 

21’’:  Models 722 and 
up. 
32’’:  Models 739  and 
up.  Recommended 

for 749 / 853 / 750 
because of larger 12’’ 
wheels (more engine 
ground clearance).  

QH Bushing required.* 
922WEIGHT KIT 
required for balance.  

21’’:  $2100

32’’:  $2300

Swivel Rotary Plow

92191308

Similar to Rotary Plow, 
but has two plow shares 
to discharge soil to either 
the right OR left side.  A 
better choice for building 
beds on hillsides or in tight 
spaces.  Plow share is easily 
selected by lever on rear of 
implement. 

Models 739 and up, 
although much better 
for 749/853/750.  

922WEIGHT KIT 
required for balance.
Requires 3-stud 750 
Bushing for model 750 
(922C0058).

$2140

NEW!
Plastic Mulch Layer

921ML001

4-foot version lays plastic 
over 30’’ raised beds or fl at 
beds up to 36’’ wide.  Plastic 
helps extend the growing 
life of the crop and helps 
reduce weed maintenance.  
Performs diff erently in 
various soil types.  Drip 
tape kit available if needed.  
Includes Quick Hitch 
mounting hardware. 

Models 749 and up.  

REQUIRED:  
22’’ Wheel Ext. 
(922EX220)
Plastic Mulch Roll 
(922PM424)

Recommended 
accessories on pricing 
pages. *

$845

See pricing pages 

for accessory prices.  

Rotary Plow

y

GARDENING - SORTED BY POPULARITY

* 750 Bushing (922C0071) required for model 750
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Root Digger

92146340

Also called the Potato 
Digger, it’s used to harvest 
small-scale crops of root 
vegetables.  Note that it can 
only burrow into the soil as 
deeply as the soil has been 
previously worked.

Models 732 and up. 

Requires Tool Carrier 
Kit* (922TCK00) AND
Wheel Weights / Wheel 
Weight Hangers. 

$115

See pricing pages 

for accessory 

prices. 

Ridger

DMW002AD

Creates hills and furrows 
in previously worked soil 
similar to Hiller/Furrower, 
but attaches via Tool Carrier 
Kit. Commonly purchased in 
sets of 2 to be used with the 
Straight Bar for dual Ridgers.  

Models 722 and up. 

Requires Tool Carrier 
Kit * (922TCK00) AND
Wheel Weights / Wheel 
Weight Hangers. 

$95

See pricing pages 

for accessory 

prices.

V-Cultivator

DMW005D

Also called a Spring Tine 
Cultivator, the bars narrow 
or widen up to 31’’ with fi ve 
adjustable teeth positions.  
Great for weed control in 
between crops.  Includes 
transport/depth gauge 
wheel.  

Models 722 and up. 

Requires Tool Carrier Kit 
(922TCK00). *

$349

See pricing pages 

for accessory 

prices. 

Moldboard Plows Single: 

92190799

Swivel:  

92190797

Model 750: 

92149992

Traditional bottom plows 
turn over topsoil and speeds 
weed/crop decomposition.  
At least one pass with the 
tiller is needed prior to 
planting.  Rotary Plow is 
a much better solution in 
most cases. 

Models 749 and up. 

Requires
Wheel Weights / Wheel 
Weight Hangers. 

Single:  $299

Swivel:  $399

Model 750 Version:  

$409

NEW!

Subsoiler

922SS000

Intended to break up or 
loosen soil without turning 
the soil over.  Improves 
drainage, increases 
soil capacity for air and 
water, promotes deeper 
penetration of plant roots. 

Models 749 and up.  

Requires Tool Carrier 
Kit * (922TCK00) AND 
Wheel Weights / Wheel 
Weight Hangers. 

$180

See pricing pages 

for accessory 

prices. 

Tool Carrier Kit 

Accessory
TOOL CARRIER KIT REQUIRED!

The Tool Carrier Kit (922TCK00) is mounted to the tractor’s PTO 
connection point.  It features an Adjustable Tool Carrier for fl exibilty.

IT IS REQUIRED FOR THE IMPLEMENTS LISTED ON THIS PAGE.  

If the customer already has a Tool Carrier that previously mounted to 
the tractor hitch, they only need to purchase Draw Bar 922DBH00. 

Tool Carrier Kit:  

$170

Draw Bar Only 

(922DHB00):  $45

DRAG IMPLEMENTS - SORTED BY POPULARITY

NEW!

Subsoiler

y

Empty Tang (92257851) 
not included as shown. 

* 750 Bushing (922C0071) required for model 750
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Sickle Bar Mower Bar Assemblies: 

30’’:  92190978

40’’:  92190979

45’’:  92190980

53’’:  92190981

Short Transmission 

(710-718): 

92191994

Long Transmission

(722 and Up)

92191242

A BCS original.  Like a hedge 
clipper at ground level, it 
cuts material at its base and 
leaves it intact.  Better than 
Dual Action bars w/ Fingers 
for mowing woody saplings 
up to 1.5’’ thick.  Quality 
of cut is diminished when 
operating in 3rd gear.  Dry 
“greaseable” transmissions 
no longer available, Oil Bath 
is much more durable.

All models, see 
Compatibility Charts 
for sizes. 

No accessories 
required. *

Sickle Bar Weight Kit 
(922C0350) available 
for large models 
(especially 750) to 
off set engine weight.

Includes price of Oil 
Bath Transmissions

30’’:  $1255

40’’:  $1330

45’’:  $1385

53’’:  $1460

Brush Mower

21’’:  92191225

26’’:  92191226

32’’:  92191229

Floating deck, two swinging 
blades, and heavy duty 
gearbox make it a reliable 
and economical choice 
for mowing heavy brush. 
Produces a coarse cut and 
the skids are non- adjustable 
at 4’’ cutting height. 

Models 718+, see 
Compatibility Charts 
for sizes. 

Accessories may be 
required depending 
on tractor model. 

21’’:  $1049

26’’:  $1079

32’’:  $1199

 

Flail Mower

24’’:  92191238

30’’:  92191237

35’’:  92191239

Heaviest-duty mower in BCS 
fl eet.  Like a shredder on 
wheels, dozens of vertically 
rotating ‘Y’ blades pulverize 
plant material into a fi ne 
pulp and spread evenly 
across the mowing width.  
Crank handle infi nitely 
adjusts cutting height 
control from 0.5’’ to 4’’.  
Caster wheels provide easy 
maneuverability.   

Models 722+, see 
Compatibility Charts 
for sizes. 

No accessories 
required. *

Scoop Blade Kits 
available for mowing 
lawns.  Full-Length 
Rollers available.  
Weight Kit available 
for steep slopes. 

24’’:  $2115

30’’:  $2195

35’’:  $2295

RollerBlade Flail Mower

30’’:  921C0977

Like the Flail Mower, but has 
a lower dome and thicker, 
wider blades.  Full length 
roller with crank handle 
infi nitely adjusts height 
from 0.5’’ to 2.5’’.  Perfect for 
market farmers who mow 
cover crops.  30’’ version 
only. 

Models 739 and up.

No accessories 
required. *

30’’:  $2195

Dual Action Sickle Bar 

Mower with Fingers Bar Assemblies: 

47’’:  92190883

59’’:  92190879

71’’:  92190881

Transmission: 

92191241

Formerly known as “duplex”- 
double reciprocating blades.  
Compared to standard sickle 
bar, it reduces vibration and 
enables mowing in faster 
speeds but not as good for 
mowing woody saplings 
because fi ngers are prone to 
breakage.

Models 722 and up, 
see Compatibility 
Chart for Sizes. 

No accessories 
required. *

Includes price of Oil 
Bath Transmissions

47’’: $2064

59’’:  $2274

71’’:  $2504

MOWING - SORTED BY POPULARITY

* 750 Bushing (922C0071) required for models 750 / 660
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NEW!

Dual Action Sickle Bar Mower Bar Assemblies: 

51’’: 92191269

67’’: 92191268

82’’: 92191267

Transmission:  

92191241

Double reciprocating 
blades, compared to 
standard sickle bar, reduces 
vibration and enables 
mowing in faster speeds.  
Suitable for mowing 
woody material up to 0.5’’ 
in diameter.  Self-adjusting 
tensioners minimize 
maintenance. 

Models 732 and up, 
see Compatibility 
Charts for sizes. 

No accessories 
required. *

82’’ width for 660 
Hydrostatic Only.

Includes price 
of Oil Bath 
Transmissions

51’’:  $2309

67’’:  $2569

82’’:  $2994 

(for 660 only)

Lawn Mower

22’’:  92191219

38’’:  92191236

Bag or side discharge.  
All-gear driven with heat-
treated steel shafts and 
gears.  38’’ is more popular 
with 4-bushel bag.  Top 
mounted lever easily 
adjusts twin blade height 
from 2.5’’ to 4’’.  Convenient 
bag dump feature.

22’’:  718 and up. 
38’’:  739 and up. 

PTO extensions and 
QH bushing required 
for 38’’ model. *

Models with three 
working gears highly 
recommended. 

22’’:  $845

38’’:   $2499

HD Combo Mower

30’’:  92191235

30’’ fi xed blade, fl oating 
deck, and two caster 
wheels.  Hybrid mower 
intended to mow lawn and 
brush.  Performance not 
as good as attachments 
dedicated to lawn or brush.   
Blade height adjusted via 
spacers on the blade.  

Models 739 and up. 

No accessories 
required. *

Swing Blade Kit 
available (59258015)

30’’:  $1445

NEW!

Hay Rake

60’’:  921HR060

Quickly rake 5’ wide swath 
of grass into windrows.  
8 sets of 4-tooth combs 
rotate on heavy duty belts 
to rake hay, grasses, and 
other plant materials for 
easy collection.  A nice 
complement for the Sickle 
Bar / Dual Action mowers.  
Two wheels controlled by 
steering lever. 

Models 722 and up. 

No accessories 
required. *

60’’:  $2450

Mowing Sulky

92190569

Allows operators to ride 
while they mow!  Mounts 
to tractor via extensions 
bolted to the wheels.  With 
two pins, sulky can be 
quickly removed in the 
fi eld when you encounter 
steep slopes or tight areas.  
Can only be used in front-
mount (mowing) mode. 

Models 722 and up. 

No accessories 
required.

$750

MOWING (CONTINUED)- SORTED BY POPULARITY

NEW!

Haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaayyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy RaRaRaaaaRRaaaaRRRaaaRRaRaRaRaRaRaaRaRRaaaRaaaaRRaaRRaaaaaaaaaaaaRaaaRRaRaaaRaaaaaaRRRaaaRRRaaaaaaake

* 750 Bushing (922C0071) required for models 750 / 660
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Snow Thrower

24’’:  92191223

28’’:  92191224

Nicknamed the “Snow 
Cannon!”  Impeller speed 
of 1200 RPMs discharges 
wet, dry, and icy snow up 
to 25 feet.  Stainless steel 
discharge chute reduces 
friction and prevents rust.  
Handle at operator’s posi-
tion pivots the chute.  All 
gear drive means it outper-
forms belt-driven 2-stage 
units. 

24’’:  710 9HP  and up
28’’:  722 and up

May require Quick 
Hitch, PTO Extension, 
or Snow Thrower 
Weight Kit if climbing 
slopes. *

24’’:  $945

28’’:  $995

Power Sweeper

30’’:  92190890

40’’:  92190889

48’’:  92190893

While sweeping up to 6’’ of 
dry snow, the Sweeper can 
also be used for sweep-
ing debris, dethatching, 
and more.  The angle can 
be adjusted into three 
diff erent settings from the 
operator’s position and the 
height is adjustable via two 
caster wheels. 

30’’:  All models. 
40’’:  722 and up. 
48’’:  732 and up.  

No accessories 
required. *

Wire Brush Kits avail-
able for asphalt prep. 

30’’:  $1725

40’’:  $1940

48’’:  $2090

Snow Blade

92191234

With a 40’’ width, it has 
a curved design to roll 
snow without sticking and 
a side-to side fl oat that 
maintains full contact with 
the ground.  Five diff erent 
settings available, adjusted 
by handle at operator’s 
position.  Adjustable skids 
enable the blade to plow 
without removing loose 
gravel from driveway. 

Models 722 and up. 

No accessories 
required.  

Weights and non-met-
al edge also available. 

Needs Empty Tang 
(92257851) for Quick 
Hitch *

$825

NEW!

Two-Stage Snow Thrower

28’’:  921ST028

33’’:  921ST033

Best for heavy snow appli-
cations--16’’ or more.  The 
unit is very well built, with 
3/8’’ thick steel, double 
shear pins, and cast iron 
gearbox.  Intended for 
commercial applications. 

28’’:  739 and up
33’’:  749 and up

No accessories 
required. *

28’’:  $1950

33’’:  $2095

Snow Blade

SNOW REMOVAL - SORTED BY POPULARITY

* 750 Bushing (922C0071) required for models 750 / 660
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Chipper/Shredder

92190791

Effi  ciently chips limbs up 
to 3’’ thick with its 37-lb 
fl ywheel and high carbon 
steel blade.  The all-purpose 
shredder has 28 swinging 
fl ails.  Standard equipment 
includes discharge screen 
and set of rods-and-rollers 
(to process wet material).  
Two caster wheels for easy 
maneuverability. 

Models 722 and up

No accessories 
required. *

Additional screen 
sizes also available. 

$1649

$2049 for stand-

alone unit with 

Subaru EX27 engine 

(same specs as the 

attachment version 

for BCS tractors). 

Utility Trailer

92148701

Can only be operated in 
“rear-mount” mode.  Hauls 
up to 875 pounds and 16 
cubic feet. 45’’ base wheel 
width.  Foot and parking 
brakes.  Easy-to-use dump 
and swinging tailgate.  

Models 722 and up. 
Requires Curved 
Coupler: 
92259500 
(739 and below)
92247720 
(749 and up)

$1270

Buddy Cart

92193040

Hauls 450 pounds and 
10 cubic feet.  Easily fi ts 
through common gates.  
Heavy duty steel tongue is 
spring loaded for “fl ex” along 
ground contours.  Features 
a low center of gravity and 
dump lever. 

Models 722 and up. 

No accessories 
required.  

Needs Empty Tang 
(92257851) for Quick 
Hitch *

$560

Dozer Blade

92190735

Can push or pull gravel, 
sand, dirt, and other loose 
material.  Connects at the 
PTO and can be set at fi ve 
diff erent angles.  3/8’’ thick 
steel.  36’’ wide and 12’’ tall.  
Not for snow removal. 

Model 722 and up. 
Commonly requires 
Wheel Weights / 
Hangers for traction. 
Needs Empty Tang 
(92257851) for Quick 
Hitch *

$540

NEW!

Dethatcher

921DT000

Front-mount implement has 
26’’ working width.  Three 
vertically rotating shafts 
each with 16 free-swinging, 
spring-loaded blades.  
Articulates at the PTO 
connection point for uneven 
terrain, and includes built-in 
Quick Hitch tang.  Full length 
roller in the rear adjusts 
depth. Great for landscapers!

Models 732 and up. 

Quick Hitch Bushing 
required *

$1700

NEW!

Hi-Pressure Irrigation Pump

921RMIP0

Self-priming pump delivers 
85 PSI and 145 GPM with 
150 feet of head.  Complete 
with 2” fi ttings, 50’ discharge 
hose, 25’ intake hose, 
foot valve, and balance 
wheel.   Better for irrigation 
applications than Water 
Transfer Pump (see pg. 38)

All models. 

No accessories 
required. * 

$999

Ch

MORE TOOLS - SORTED BY POPULARITY

* 750 Bushing (922C0071) required for models 750 / 660
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Log Splitter 

921LS416

High quality, self-propelled 
unit is manufactured by 
Wallenstein.  The two-stage 
hydraulic pump has 20 
tons of pressure.  Can be 
operated horizontally or 
vertically.  Splits logs up to 
24’’ long. 

Models 722 and up. 
Required Curved 
Coupler:
92259500 
(739 and below)
92247720 
(749 and up) *

4-Way Wedge  
(W4120)
also available. 

$2125

Power Cradle:  $249*

Pressure Washer

3600 PSI: 

92135G36

4000 PSI:  

92140G40

Pump is made by AR, which 
off ers 5-year warranty.  
Unit comes with 50’ hose, 
36’’ pistol-style wand, and 
fi ve tips for varying angle 
output.  Swiveling caster 
wheel for easy transporta-
tion to the job site.  
Features 16,000 cleaning 
units (PSI x GPM).

3600 PSI:  722 and up

4000 PSI:  732 and up

Soap Injector Kit 
available (85.400.001) 

3600:   $969

4000:  $999

Power Cradle $249*

NEW!

Water Transfer Pump

921WP147

50 PSI and 147 GPM, this 
self-priming pump is fully 
capable of handling lawn 
and garden watering, fl ood 
water removal, and pond/
pool fi lling.  Includes 25’ 
suction and 50’ discharge 
hoses with 2’’ aluminum 
cam lock fi ttings, and foot 
valve/strainer combo to 
keep out large debris. 

All models. *

Water Transfer 

Pump:  $699

Power Cradle $249*

Power Cradle Accessory
POWER CRADLE REQUIRED!

The Power Cradle (92257880K) increases the BCS tractor’s PTO 
speed from 990 to 3600 RPMs.  

IT IS REQUIRED FOR THE IMPLEMENTS LISTED ON THIS PAGE.  

Please note that the Power Cradle is a zero margin item for BCS 
America and its dealers to maintain competitive pricing.

$249

 * NOTE:  Only one Power Cradle needs to be purchased to power any of the attachments that require it.  

Pressure Washer

MORE TOOLS - SORTED BY POPULARITY

* 750 Bushing (922C0071) required for models 750 / 660


